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Career guidance service offered
by campus Counseling Center
by Doug Thompson
Harding students have free
access to the vocational guidance
service, a school program
designed to identify and state
clearly a person's career interest
as an aid to determining a college
major.
"This program is open to
anyone whatever his major's
status. People with ACT scores of
27 and 28 are flunking because
they are taking 4 years of
something that disappoints
them," said Jack Thomas, head
of the psychology department,
which is in charge of administering the program.
"The program can be
described this way: it helps
students determine what they
have a lifetime worth of interest
for," Thomas added.
Students can call extension 347
or stop by th~ Student Services
Building to arrange for
assistance. The service is cen-

TheShoppe
A member of the weD-received country-folk band, "The Shoppe",
performs the ~cert held on campus Saturday night. "The Shoppe" is a
five-man band that specializes in country, folk. andJIOme rock music.
photo by Garner

Management Seminar slated
to commence this afternoon
by Dana Philpot
The
seventh
annual
Management Seminar begins
this afternoon at 1:00 in the
American Heritage Auditorium
with registration beginning' at
12:00.
Nancy Stidger, Dr. Morris
Massey, and Dr. Laurence Peter
are the keynote speakers.
Ms. Stidger will speak at the
. Friday afternoon session on "The
Emerging . Woman Manager."
Ms . .Stidger, a consultant to the
United States Civil Service
Commission, has conducted
management seminars across
the nation for 11 years. She is the
co-author of a text for business
students entitled Your Career- A
Contemporary Approach to SeU
Development.
Massey will speak on "What
You Are Is Where You Were
When," a copywrited program
which he researched and
developed.
According to Dr. Billy Ray
Cox, vice president, Massey
"doesn't apologize for the attitudes or values that we see
today, but he does explain how
they came to be and how we can
deal with them more effectively." Cox predicts "that his
two sessions will never be
forgotten by each participant."
Massey has served as associate
dean of undergraduate studies at
the University of Colorado
College of Business in Boulder.
He has received three teaching
excellence awards since his
arrival there in 1957. Massey also
serves as a member of Morris
Massey Associates, a consulting
firm.
Peter, well known author of
The Peter Principle and its
sequels, will speak Saturday.
The Peter Principle is a book
dealing with the idea that men
will tend to rise to their highest
level of incompetence within an
organization.

tered around the StrongCampbell vocational inventory,
the "Cadillac of its kind" according to Thomas.
This test identifies interests
and capabilities, each area being
ranked. "The student can flnd his
personal level of interest for any
course outline - anything on
page 45 of the student handbook,''
Thomas said.
Although most are satisfied
with test results, the psychology
department will give any amount
of counseling the student thinks is
necessary. This and the test are
given without fee.
·
"H a student hasn't chosen his
major or is in an unsuitable field,
the program is practical crisis
intervention. If the test confirms
a decision he's already made, it
reduces anxiety," Thomas added.
Thomas explained why the
college was willing to give personal counseling as a service.

"Establishing a career is one of
the most important decisions
anyone bas to make, after
becoming a Christian and
marrying," Thomas said.
"For many it is often one of the
most difficult. This is by no
means a sign of a lack of talent,
but of indecision over where
someone's talents can be gainfully applied," he added.
"Lacking any other means of
decision students respond to their
interpretations of what their
parents expect of them,
sometimes even yielding to peer
pressure and other sources. All of
these take into account
everything but the wishes only
each person can know," he said.
"Most parents would rather
see their children successful than
predictable," he said.
Although the program is at
college expense, it can save the
individual student thousands of
(ContinUed on page 5)
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H. u~an sexuality specialist,·Coates

to conduct workshop here, Feb. 7-8

Nancy Stidger
A part of the three-speaker
. management seminar' 1\fs,
Stidger will speak on th'e
changing role of · women in
,business.
Cox describes Peter as an
"enormously successful and
brilliant man."
Peter has taught for over 30
years and has served as director
of the Frieden Center for
Prescriptive Teaclling. Besides
his satire on man's incompetence, he has written some
education-oriented publications.
A founding member of the Big
Brothers Association of British
Columbia, Peter has also worked
with the Canadian Mental Health
Association. He is a member of
the American Men of Science and
Writers Who's Who of London.
The seminar has a fee of $60 for
executives attending, although
Harding Students will be admitted free. All business students
are expected to attend the second
session.

The best times to teach
children about sex start " when
f ou bring them home from the
hospital. " said Dr. Edward
Coates, professor of education at
Abilene Christian University and
a specialist on human sexuality.
Coates is a certified sex
educator and sex therapist. He
workshop on ' 1Biblical Human
Sexuality." The seminar is being
sponsored by the Departments of
Bible and Psychology and the
Student Association.
Coates is a certified Sex
Educator and Sex Therapist. He
has had eighteen . years experience serving as a minister of
churches of Christ in Texas and
Te~essee. Be is presently
~ as an elder for the
Highland cburcb of Christ,
Abilene, Texas. He test~ed in a
~s .s tate court a_gainst the
movte Deep_ 'lbroat m June of
1974.. B~ ts a ~ember of
the Amencan Association of Sex
E~~ators and Counselors.
Hmnan sexua~ty is not a part
or the body nor is tt an occas1oilal
act people perfo~ for , the
purpose of reprod~tion. It s a
partoflife," according to Coates.
Tbe seminar deals with a
greatly abused issue said
Jonathan Cloud, chairma~ of the
S.A Spiritual Life Committee,
' 'Because it touc~es on an area
that has been left clouded over
for too many years."
~en a person 's a t titudes
toward himself as a sexual being
are concerned, "the sex organ
that is the most important is the
one between the ears," he said.
Teaching children about sex
involves not simply telling them

about the birds and the bees but
showing them "that it's good to
love and be loved," Coates said.
Seminar topics will include
single
sexuality
sexual
deviation, marital se'xuality (for
married and engaged couples
o·n ly ) , and female sexuality
(which will be conducted by his
wife).
In an article in the Orange
Cost-Newport Life Magazine,
"What Ever Happened to Sex
Education?", Coates said that
"It was demonstrated (by the
Orange County school district)
that it was impossible to .'harm'
children by telling them 'too
much' or 'too soon.' "
" It's not what yQu do or what
you don't do. It's your attitude,"
said Coates. And these attitudes
begin in the home. The best
opportunity a pal'ellt has to tell
his child about sex is when that
child raises a question about a
story that has appeared in the
newspaper or something he has
heard on television. To pass up a
given opportunity like this is to
pass up a "valuable moment for
teaching " according to Coates
.
'
_
·
"'lbe goal tba t I see in working
with youngsters is to help them
handl~ their feelings about their
sexuality, and to ~ able to look
forward to a fiUJ'ly successful
marriage ," said Coates i n
defini ng the purpose of his
workshops.
Coates' seJ:pinars have been
conducted extensively across the
state of Texas. The first session
begins at 2 p.m. on Wednesday,
February 7 in the Main Auditorium.

Schedule of The Seminar
Wednesday,2p.m .to4:30p.m.
"Single Sexuality",
Main
Auditorium .
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m."Sexual Deviation: Gender
Roles, Church Roles and Human
Sexuality", Main Auditorium.
Thursday 9 a.m.-10:30 a.m."Understanding Female
Sexuality" (Women Only),
College Church Auditorium.
Thursday, 2 p.m.-4 p.m."Marital Sexuality" <Married
and Engaged Couples Only),
Main Auditorium.

inside
Reviews
Mike Roden reviews the
top albums, singles and
singers of 1978, page 3.

Music
A tribute to composer Rodgers and Hammerstein,
page 4.

Sheaffer films
An evaluation of the fll'St in

the seven-part series presented each Thursday evening, page 5.

Sports
The new sports editors,
Linda Hilbun's, first
columll, page 7.
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One's concept of his God
determines how he lives
Every young child has had at one time or another a hero,
someone they look up to, someone they admire. They try to imitate
the actions and the mannerisms of their hero. They want t.o know
everything they can about this hero. They wear the same style of
clothes their hero wears and in some ways become a mini-version of
their hero.
Some people see God as a vicious old man sitting ready to zap
each man with a lightning bolt once he falters from his path. The
person who characterizes God in this way is very legalistic. Afraid '
to think, he follows the letter of the law with little concern for
human kindness. He watches carefully and is free to criticize those
who are not as legalistic and picky as he.
Some see God as a spirit that floats above the world. He created
Adam and Eve and that is the last dealing he has had with man.
Those who conceive of God in this manner have a reckless, carefree
attitude. This person walks unaware of anyone's needs but his own.
He throws his neighbor around like a toy. The only person he cares
about is himself and many times he neglects that one and only
concern.
Others see God as null, nothing. They do not believe that he
exists or ever has existed. This person, like his preceding brother,
cares only for himself. But more than that he uses his fellowman in
order to try to fmd more personal happiness. He often finds he
cannot be happy in this way, so he destroys himself taking everyone
he can with him:
And yet, others see God as the loving Father, who created man,
who guides man, who lives inside man. To this person God
possesses compassion and most importantly, grace, which he gives
to all men.
,
This person treats himself and those around him with great
kindness and mercy. His main concern is not with himself but with
those he meets in his life. He has discovered, unlike others, that
true happiness comes from making others happy.
It is a very valid idea that the concept and characterizatio,n of
God that each indiVidual occupies determines what kind of being
t hat person is. How one feels toward t he God of the universe is
parallel to the feeling he has for himself and for tbose be touches In
this life.
It is so easy t o becom~ enthralled with the modern day heroes, It
is so easy to slip into their molds. But when that hero's limelight
skips on to other plast ic heroes , the ' worshippers are lost and
confused. They have lost their identity.
God's light does not grow dim or weak. In His light man not only
can find his own way out of the dark confusion of this world, but
can give direction to others. God's light is bright and warm and
safe.
How one sees God (as a vicious old man, as an impersonal spirit,
as nothingness, or as love) gauges what kind and brand of human
being he will become. How do you see God?
kd.

I
by Charles Malik
There is truth, and there is
falsehood. There is good, and
there is evil. There is happiness,
and there is misery. There is
expansiveness, and there is selfwithdrawal. There is freedom,
and there is slavery.
There is that which ennobles,
and there is that which demeans.
There is that which conduces to
strength and health, and there is
that which conspires to weakness
and disease. There is a climate of
confidence and trust and peace,
and there is when the spirit of
contradiction and conflict hits
you in t" ~ face. There is that
which puts you in harmony with
yourseH, with others, with the
universe, with God, and there is
that which alienates you from
yourself, from the world and
from God. There is that which
makes you feel certain and
confident, and there is that which
instigates doubt and uncertainty
in your soul. There is that which
makes you decisive, and there is
that which causes you to waver

Feedback ...
Dear Students,
_
For several years the ladies'
class at the College Church has
prepared "burn-out boxes" to
take to families who lose their
homes in a fire. These boxes
contain small items which people
would need immediately such as
soap, washcloths, quilts, razor
and blades, and other necessities.
Safeway has recently begun
giving stamps with a $5.00 purchase which can be collected and
redeemed for free cookware. We
would like to obtain some of this
cookware to place in the "burnout boxes." If you shop at
Safeway (even occasionally) but
do not plan to collect the stamps
for yourself, here is how you can
help: Take any stamps you
receive to the Secretary's Office
at the College Church or to the
office of Becky Moore on Center
Street.
Please don't feel that the few
stamps you receive are useless.
If 1,000 people donate one stamp
each, this will redeem thirteen
two-quart pans which will help
thirteen different families.
Any help you can give in this
project will be appreciated.
Thank you,
DeAnna Brooks
Dear Editor,
I am writing concerning the
"Fifth Column" article in the
BISON on January 19, 1979. The
title of this article was "Bible
Majors." This particular article·
a~pted to make light of tlie
Bible majors here on campus.
I would ask but a few simple
questions of the brother that
wrote this article and since it was
printed in the BISON, it's staff as
a whole.
· ·
. .,.
I would like to know if the good
people of the BISON could .substantiate its accusation of some
of the lunacies of Bible majors
that it goes into depth discussjpg.
How man_y Bible majors have
you had answer you in G.~?
Just when was this pr.m>9Jal
concerning the dress code?--!-et's
not kid ourselves. In all sincerity
this is a direct slam upori"the
group of people on campus who
are preparing themselves for
full-time service in the Lord's
kingdom. At the very least, it was

LIFE TO LIFE
and equivocate. There is that
which opens every pore of your
existence to the whispers of
being, and there is that which
causes you to shut up like a clam.
There is when you see God on the
face of every man you come
across, and there is when you
pass men by without even
noticing them.
There is when you want to
dance and sing, and there is when
you have no desire to move or
look at anything. There is when
you love childi'en and old women
and flowers and the drifting
clouds and the raging waves, and
even the rocks and stones; and
there is when you hate everybody
and everything - above all,
yourseH. Tbere is real ecstatic
mastery over every impulse in
yot.U' being, and there is awful
flabbiness whereby everything
sweeps you away with it. There is
life and fullness of being, and
there is tending subtly, gradually
toward nothingness and death.
These things are different and
separate
and
totally

Fifth
Column

distingui§)lable
from
one
another. Tn:ith is not the same as
falsehood, happiness is not the
same as misery. We will not be
far wrong if we say the first
elements of these 17 pairs aU
come from the living God, and
the second elements all from the
devil.
The greatest error in modern
times is the confusion between
these orders of being. Nothing is
~ything firm in itself - this is
th~ great heresy of the modern
world. But, there is no power on
earth or in heaven that can make
-falsehood truth, evil good, misery
happiness, slavery freedom . And
yilt what do philosophers tell you
in the great centers of learning?
They insist that everything
depends on what you mean, on
how you define the thing, so that
truth properly defined could be
falsehood. It is all to them a
matter of definition. Yet it is the
devil himself when you are
denied the firmness and certainty of being, when everything
is made dependent on you. For

a very poor joke portraying even
worse taste.
I suggest that if the :OlSON
cannot find better things to print,
then it should cease to be printed
at all.
Sincerely in Him,
FrankLott
Dear Editor,
Several were surprised to read
a recent "letter to the editor"
about the so-ealled "gripes" to
the BISON. Evidently, the
"recurring problem of the same
misunderstanding year after
year" lies not solely upon the
students, nor the faculty, but the
people in general.
No institution can be improved
if there is little use of criticism
and its validity. Of course,
everyone is entitled to his own
opinion, but the comments made
about Harding can be used to
improve her system. Granted,
some are unnecessary and often
absurd, according to our
<llristian standards.
Many rules were biased at
Harding and because of the voice
of criticism used constructively,
the administration made a move
for improvement. Today Harding
is moving to equality for
students, but it does take time
and much consideration, including prayer, to make the
correct decision.
Attending and participating in
a night club where alcoholic
beverages are served and
dressing in a seductive manner is
said to be immoral and unOlristian. I agree, but if it is so
expressively forbidden by
Harding to attend such places,
then why don't students take
action and quit complaining.
(Continued on page 4)
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then the mind becomes so
blurred and blunted in its
judgment that it fails to see the
real, given distinction, between
things.
How do we become true and
good, happy and genuine, joyful
and free? Never by major, never
by chance, never by sitting and
waiting, but only by getting in
touch with good, true, happy,
genuine human beings, only by
seeking the company of the
strong and the free, only by
catching
spontaneity
and
freedom from those who are
themselves spontaneous and
free.
You will then develop a
sharpness of perception to differentiate unerringly between
the true and the phony, between
the beautiful and the hideous, the
noble and the mean. You will also
develop the ability to blush, the
ability to cry and shed tears, the.
ability to repent, the ability to fall
oo your knees and pray, the
ability to become a real moral
human person.

1 _~volution
by Michael Gates
There has been a lot of debate
today about the theory of
evolution. The question is
whether we evolved from the ape
or not. Although it is true there is
a lot of monkeying around on the
Harding campus at times, the
fact that the student body at test
times goes bananas is no basis on
which to establish the validity of
the evolutionary theory.
In search of a definitive answer
to the question, the Fifth Column
sought out Harding's great minds
on the subject. Our first stop was
at the office of the chairman of
the biology department, Dr. Jack
Wood Sears.
Dropping the Superman comic
he was reading, Dr. Sears broke
into an excited explanation of
what seemed to be usual reading
material for a Doctor of Biology.
"I just saw the movie Superman and became very interested
in this phenomenon kryptonite,
and am doing extensive research
for a paper I am doing on
kryptonite as a cure for the
curfew problem."
We asked: "Doctor, is there
any validity to this evolutionary
theory, and exactly what is
evolution?"
Leaning back in his chair, he
began, "Yes, there is validity to
the theory of evolution and to
explain it, probably the most
clear definition of evolution is
when Clark Kent evolved from
the mild-mannered reporter to
the man-of-steel, able to leap tall
buildings in a single bound, faster
than a speeding bullet and able to
keep Lois Lane on the string for
50 years."
Being good researchers, we
wanted to really dig into this
question and this even included
interviewing Dr. Bryce Roberson
(Mr. Warmth). Dr. Roberson is a
noted authority
on cell
physiology. <An "authority" on
the Fifth Column Unabridged
Dictionary is anyone who has
read more than one book on a·
particular subj~t matter.)
Climbing over the barbed wire
around his office, we stopped in
the doorway to see the good
doctor throwing darts at what
looked like a class roster.
Welcoming us, he bade us come
in. He stated that he was just
deciding who was going to pass
his course this semester.
"I'd be glad to answer any
questions you'd like to ask if I
can, but we must make it rather
quick. I am giving a multiple
cnoice test today and I want to
get in the classroom early and
break all the pencils and sabbotage the pencil sharpener.''
"Well, Doctor, we were just
wondering about your opinion on
the theory of evolution: is there
any validity to this theory and
exactly what is evolution in your
opinion?"
Pausing for a moment he said:
"Yes, undoubtedly there is some
validity to this theory and as far
as a definition, I offer myself as a
prime example. I used to be a
heartless, rude, unyielding individual. Just an all around painin-the-Krebs cycle. But I have
evolved into the warm sensitive
and understanding person that I
am now.''
Until next week, be careful
what you get evolved in. I wonder
how a college evolves into a
University?
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Women's club basketball
begins season this week
by Kandy Muncy
The women's club basketball
double-elimination tournament is
now in progress with 23 clubs
participating in the "A" team
bracket, 18 in the "B" bracket,
and 11 clubs in the "C" bracket.
Karen Blackman, student
assistant for the women's intrmural sports program, said,
"We're doing something new this
year regarding the foul shots.
Only one foul shot will be allowed
for every foul, except on
shooting-fouls.''

Mrs. Barbara Barnes, director of
women's intramural sports, said
that the overall basketball season
will be concluded by spring
break.
Kappa Phi dounced Gata 32-6,
add Ko Jo Kai forfeited to Oege in
the large club "A" division.
In the small club "A" division
Kappa Delta ousted Regina 20-4,
Zeta Rho defeated Omega Phi 1714, Tri-Kappa defeated Tofebt 1510, Phi Delta out-scored Ju Go Ju
22-20, and Zeta Phi barely slipped
by Beta Tau, 17-16.
Delta Chi forfeited to Shantih,
Ka Re Ta fOI'feited to Theta Psi,
and Tri-Alpba forfeited to Phi
Delta due to lack of players.

Games will be played on
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday,
and possibly Tuesday evenings.

~

~
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by Mike Roden
Musically, 1978 was by and
large a great year, one that saw a
substantial rise in album sales,
despite inflationary price hikes,
which proves music lovers are
willing to shell out the cash, if the
product is good.
The two biggest sellers were, of
course, the soundtracks from
Saturday Night Fever and
Grease, proving that movies can
sell albums, albums can sell
movies, . and make Robert
Stigwood a multi-zillionaire.
Quality-wise, there were some
fine albums released in 1978,
some big sellers, some not.
Everyone has their own taste in
music and I am no exception, so
rather ·than compiling a "Ten
Best" list, I have selected the ten
albums that were the most enjoyable to me. Here they are, in
order of release:
'111e Stranger- Billy Joel: Who
says intellectual rock cannot sell
commercially?·
Wayloo And Willie - Waylon
Jennings and Willie Nelson: YOU'
do not even have to like country
music to love this album.
Boys lD the Trees - early
Simon: Not quite as good as her
Hotcakes a few years ago, but
good enough to remind us she is
still our top female singersongwriter.

MASTER CREDIT CARDS HONORED
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Stranger lD Towo- Bob Seger:
Seger's been around a long time.
It is a shame we are just now
beginning to appreciate his
genius.
Some Girls - The Rolling
Stones: They have been "the best
little rock 'n roll band in the
world" for 15 years now and this
is perhaps their best.
IJving lD the U.S.A. - Linda
Ronstadt: Sbe runs the gamut
here. from Chuck Berry and
Oscar Hammerstein to Warren

Zevon and Elvis Presley, proving
she can sing ju~t about anything
and do it well.
Louisiana's Le Roux: Their
first album with the excellent
"New Orleans Ladies" make
them a band to watch in the
future.
A Single Man - Elton John:
Captain Fantastic makes a
rockin' good comeback.
52nd Street - Billy Joel: Get this
album, put it on, turn up the
volume, and have a blast.
Totally Hot - Olivia NewtonJohn: She has really made a
drastic change in her music, and
if you do not believe it, listen to
this winner.
I wanted to list my favorite
singles of the year, but try as I
could, I could not narrow it down
to ten. So, here is my list of the
sixteen best singles of 1978:
Staylo Alive - Bee Gees: Great
driving music.
Just the Way You Are- Billy
Joel: It helped make the winter
of '78 more bearable.
Emotloo - Samantha Sang:
Sure it is fluff, but well dolle.
We Will Rock You-We Are the
Champions - Queen: A true
classic.
Even Now - Barry Manilow:
We all know someone we could
sing this to.
Two Out of 'Ibree AID't BadMeat Loaf: The year's best
lyrics.
Still the Same- Bob Seger: Are
you listening, Pete Rose?
Miss You - Rolling Stones: The
song to remember the summer of
'78by.
Three Times A Lady - Commodores: The year's most
dedicated song on the radio.
IJfe's Been Good- Joe Walsh:
Walsh belongs in a home for the
mentally weird.

'

the answer to the
third finger left hand.

You Needed Me - Anne
Murray: The year's prettiest.
Reminisclog - Little River
Band: Mostly for the- snappy
intro, but also for the great
arrangement. Back in the U.S.A. - Linda
Ronstadt: Why not make it our
National Anthem"?
Josie- Steely Dan: The pride of
the neighborhood.
My Life- Billy Joel: Turn it up
full volume and make your
parents wonder where they went
wrong.
You Don't Bring Me FlowersBarbra Streisand and Neil
Diamond: One of the best duets
in years by two of our most
talented performers.
1978 saw the appearance and
disappearance of a perversion
called Punk Rock, the demise of
which proved that there is some
justice and sanity left in the
world.
Almost every artis.t was dipping into Disco Music and for
better or worse, Donna Summer
became a superstar.
California's governor Jerry
Brown proposed to Linda Ronstadt, but she turned him down
for now. (Wouldn't she make a
great First Lady?)
Dolly Parton made a successful crossover to pop music,
and a new star was born named
Nicolette Larson. Wa.tch for her;
she is going to be big.
There were some major
disappointments last year also.
Boston's highly touted new
album, Doft'C Look Back, was a
track-by-track clone of their first
album; KISS had the gan to
release · four separate albums,
trying to milk their cult for every
cent they had ; and TV stars
Linda Carter and Cheryl Ladd
each released albums, proving
that as singers, they are good
actresses.
One final comment: In my
opinion, no one contributed more
to rock music as we know it today
than Elvis Presley. He was and is
the King. But, look gang, enough
is enough. The way his name has
been franchised and sold is a
disgrace to his memory, his
music, and America. It sickens
me as I am sure it does his "real"
fans. There is a lot to be said for a
silent tribute.

as seen in seventeen
Earn Day-tn to Day-out
That's interest compounded
day-in to day-out, that never stops
until the day you withdraw your money
from our association. So your money
eama more interest with us. And
isn't that what you want?
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Makes
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Yours is a special love that lets you be what you arewhat you can be-and what you want to be-forever!
See our complete·collection of diamond rings,
matched sets. and trios in 14K gold.

Diamonds make you feel good all over

Tara's Gold
106 N. Spring

COLLEGE
BOWL
60c per game
25c shoe rental
60c Billiards (per hour)
Hammon
Student Center
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"Oklahoma," "The Sound of Music," etc.

Tribute to composers Rodgers-Hammerstein tonight
"An Evening With Rodgers and
Hammerstein," a production of
singing and acting featuring the
best of their six most memorable
shows will be presented at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Main Auditorium.
Presented
by
Atlantis
Productions, Inc. and the
school's spring lyceum program,
the show will include selections
from "Oklahoma " "South
Pacific," "The King' and I," and
"The Sound of Music."
No composers have attributed
as much to the American musical
theatre over the past century as
the team of'llichard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein. From their
beginning until their final
collaboration in "The Sound of
Music", this duo has given
Americans some of the finest

music ever to be worked with for
stage.
Originally produced by Emory
University Summer Theatre
under the direction of R. C. Torri,
the production was an i.Jrimediate
success. Still under the direction
of Torri, the production has
grown until it now boasts six
singer-actors, who are backed by
two actors portraying Rodgers
and Hammerstein, and three
musicians.
The
program
revolves around- an informal
narrative in which composer
(Rodgers) and lyricist (Hammerstein) reminisce about their
creations.
Tickets will be sold in advance
in the student ceriter and also at
the door for $1 with student
J.D.'s.

Feedback
...
(Continued from page 2)

ignore the person who wasn't in
before midnight? Are we still
under supervision or not? 'Ihis is
a bias enforcement of the rules.
Sure we are expected to be in
before 12:00 a.m., but why be
partial to one rule and its enforcement? Is it called something
the administration has no control
over? Then what is the rumor of
spies all about? Liberal and
irrational one may say . . . no, I
label it as believing in your
philosophy.
Consider what has been said
and continue to express your
opinion, but do so in a constructive and Christian manner.
Harding can improve and shine
her ligllt for Christ but not if you
remain silent!
Jim Robertson

Personally, if you are signed out
you are either under your
responsibility or your parent's.
You are also a young adult of
legal age and should be able to
make such decisions against
anything un-Christian. True,
these rules are made for a
minority, but if one is "forbidden" to engage in such acts
then why not enforce the rule to
be in by midnigllt when you are
home and attend parties? Can
you honestly say you are in.
before midnight when you go
home and attend a social function? I, for one, will admit no. A
rule is a rule and why penalize
somebody for breaking one and

"

Richard and Oscar
"An Evening With Rodgers and Hammerstein," a tdbute to the famous compos_..g team, will be presented
this evening at 8 p.m. in the Main Auditorium. The program revolves around an 'informal narrative in
which composer Richard· Rodgers and lyricist Oscar Hammerstein reminisce alao!ut their creetloas.
-Rodgers !lnd Hammersteln collaborated oasuch musical hits as "Oklahoma," "Tire Sound of Music," "The
King and I," "South Pacific," and "CarAIUllel." The productloa includes six singel'-actors, three musicians,
and two actors who portray Rodgers. and Hamnaerstein. Accor~g to Dr. Erie Moore of the music
department, this show promises to be aD uciting and fun evening.

To the faculty arid students of Harding,.·a very
warm welcome from First SecuritY· Bank.
We wish you a very happy

and ·prosperous 1979.

You are invited to come by any -of-our offices and
use the full services}lvailable at First Security Bank.

hi~ft

A

f!CIII'it_y

'!if

Pangburn

728-4422

I

Searcy
314 North Spring - East Race _Branch

268-5831

I

McRae

726-3354
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Expression of inner desires

Opinion

How Should We
Then Live

by CheryiiBrownlng
What is persecution? And do we as twentieth century Christians
really understand the connotation of the world? It is obvious from the
film, How ShoUld We 11ten Live, that Christians today are not persecuted in the way and to the degree o! those living in the Roman Age.
To continue to worship God although it meant risking their lives,
causes one to evaluate his attitude and that of his fellow brothers and
sisters. We take for granted the privilege to worship .our God, whereas
the early church worshipped in spite of danger to themselves.
'lhi.s seems to show a strong contrast in dedication. If severe persecution existed today in tbe United States, one wo.n ders bow many »
call.e d "Christiantl" would trust God to the end, no matter wbat it meant
giving up- even life.

Just because we have the freedom of religion, does this give
us the right to stop being grateful to the one who made this
possible for us?
One reason the Olristians in that day, however few they were, stayed
together was that they bad a need for each other, especially because of
the persecution situation. Is man today so secure in his little niches,
tucked away safe in the walls of 500-700 member congregations,
forgetting what a blessing we are given just to have a place to gather?
We can All learn something from our brothers of \.._e eatly church.
Just because we have the freedom of religion, does this give us the ~t
to stop being gratefUl to the one who made this poSsible for us? Maybe
we need some persecution to make us stop and realize how important
otir religioo really is to us. Would we be willing to die for the cause of
Obrist?
The Francis Sbeaffer produced films are shown evecy Thursday
evening in the Main Auditorium at 5:45. 'lbe seven-part series will be
shown through MarCh 1.

Dreams: a search for happiness
by Gary Hanes
A life without a dream is very
much like a sail without wind.
Imagine for a moment the sight
of a mighty sailing ship lying
stagnant in the middle of a
glassy, · motionless sea. The
thousands of yards of weatherworn canvas that had driven the
ship from port to port hang heavy
from the poles and beams used to
support them. Just a day earlier,
the sails had been filled to
capacity by a strong southerly
wind, straining the ropes that
held them to their supports. Yet,
deprived of the force from which
they gain their purpose, the limp
sails can do nothing but hang
unfilled and useless.
People without dreams find
themselves without a plli'p<liJe to
drive their Uves. Our society is so
skilled at building up hopes and
dreams of future success and
then dashing theJD to the ground
by circumstances beyond our
control. All around us, we see
examples of · people who have
fallen short of some goal which
they had set for themselves and
who now must learn to exist with
deflated sails.
We have each gazed up into a
starfilled sky and wondered jUst
where we fit ln. What Ia deep
down inside of us tbat we really
caJ'e about and that we genuinely
desire, that is what our dreams
are made of. Dreams, therefore,
are the expression of inner
desires and are thus the results of
a search for happiness. There lies
within. each ol us not only the
desire but the capacity to be
happy ; it remaina for us to find
the tap-root, the source that will
fulfill the desires and aspirations
that are so characteristic of us as
human creatures.

Each day we arise to a new
struggle that begins as soon as
we open our eyes and awaken our
sleepy con$Cience to the busy
world that surrounds us. Yet so
often our struggles come not
because the world is dead-set
against us in a conspiracy to ruin
aD those things we hold to be
important, but because we are
often unwilling to face ourselves
and the turmoils inside us. Truly,
it can be said that man's greatest
struggle is learning to Jive with
himself. The answer to the
conflict originates with a very
simple fact that stands near to
each of us; there is a living God
who created both what we see
around us and what we feel inside

us.
Acceptance of one's self as a
soul created by thla living God is
the beginning of every realized
search for happ~. It is only in
Elinl that we can find the strength
to live with ourseLves. There is
not a workable alternative, no
goal that is really justified by the
feelings within us. No better
answer remains to those basic
questions of life that we each
must ask in order to deal with
reality.
But then let us assume that
each of us has been created by
Gad and therefore equal together
in this right. What ~ He now
expect of us? He expects perfection and because of His
justice, can be satisfied with
nothing less. Yet, where does this
WJCOmfortable fact leave you and
me? We are certainly not perfect,
not by a -long sbot, and each day
just serves to point that out more
and more.
However, it is right here at this
p()int where our guilt leads us in
no direction but despair that the

We hope that Bison Fever
is the only Disease you
catch this year.
Warning!!
There is No cure and
it is highly contagious
When planning food for your next church,
club, school or socia1 get-together, think of
easy to serve, easy to get Holly Farms
chicken.
Remember - we offer special discounts
for large catering orders. And we'll be happy
to deliver. Discuss your needs with our
manager, he'll gladly help.

301 E. Race
268-7077
.. Nothing But The Best For You"

MEDICAL CENTER
PHARMACY
BOYCE HENRY ARNETT, R.Ph.
Harding Class of '66
Prescription Chemists

love of God balances out His
justice. He has offered us an
escape valve, a way out of the
agony with which our weakness
faces us. Jesus Christ has
fulfilled God's desire for perfection and now offers it as a free
gift to everyone who will listen to
His words. With this freedom
from guilt and sin, though, comes
an obligation to accept His
example as a guide and pattern
for our life.
God created us to serve Him,
and it is only when we lose this
guiding wind that we are left with
nothing but an empty sail. Jesus
Christ offers to each of us an
unChallengeable dream and a
hope not only for today but for
tomorrow as well.

Career ••.
(Continued from page 1)
dollars, Thomas said.
"A very similar program
would cost $400 normally. I had a
young cousin who went to Dallas
a year ago and paid $415 for very
much the same thing," he said.
"In my own experience, such a
program would have saved me a
year ol college. That's a year of
tuition and bills saved, another
year of wages earned, and a year
of my life would have been put to
better use. The effort and expense that could have been saved
can only be guessed at," he
concluded.

Copies of
pictures
appearing in
the BISON
maybe
purchased
from Karen Davis
ECONOMY
WEDDING
COVERAGE

•7950

only

In Full Color.
Album Included

Book early to

hold your date

268-9304

Dillin-West
Photography
1202 E. Market
(Across from Echo Haven)
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Frustrated with rackets

Gardner awaits eligibility
by Linda Hilbun
It is hard to follow a legend.
Especially when that legend is
Butch Gardner, and you are his
brother.
Charles Gardner, w!lo transferred to Harding this semester,
is faeed with that task. "I don't
think people can help but compare me to Butch. H they don't do
it orally, they will do it in their
minds. But you really can't
compare us because we're two
different types of players,"
stated the younger Gardner.
The 6'7", 205-lb. freshman will
be eligible to play for Harding
beginning next Janqary and will
have two and a half years of
eligibility remaining.
A graduate o( Searcy High
School, Gardner
received
scholarship offers from such
schools as Southern Methodist,
Mississippi
State,
Texas
Christian, Memphis State,
University of Texas at Arlington,
Oklahoma State, East Texas
State, and many schools in
Arkansas. North Texas State
eventually signed Gardner.
In the fifteen collegiate games
that Gardner played for North
Texas, he averaged six points
and three rebounds per game,
and scored in double figures four
times. His high game was against
Syracuse when he tossed in 12
points and grabbed eight
rebounds.
The mass communications
major stated that his decision tO
transfer to Harding came rather
suddenly. "I had already had a

bad encounter with a basketball
program I didn't like and so I was
thinking about basketball and a
. lot of other important things.
When Coach Bucy talked to me, I
felt funny because I knew I had
been down that road before. It
really dawned on me that what he
was saying was true. I didn't feel
like getting tied Up in the
basketball racket again. I don't
feel like it's a racket here," he
commented.
Gardner, who has been playing
basketball for about nine years,
commented that big college ball
is drastically different from that
of the A.I.C.
"I think the players (at North
Texas State) were tougher as a
whole. This is not to indicate that
A.I.C. players are not tough, but
other colleges get better players
because they have more money
to get them with. Another thing
that is different is the atmosphere. It was too businesslike there and seemed like a job.
That's why I chose the A.I.C.
instead of somewhere else when I
decided to leave," he added.
Gardner stated that the
prospects of playing pro ball are
not far from his mind, but that
"It's a long time coming. Right
Now I'm more interested in
having a good college career and
trying to win some ball games for
Harding. If I can do that, then I'll
be satisfied." Maybe so, but it looks as if
Olarles Gardner may establish
his own legend.

Men's Club Basketball
'A' Team
Theta Tau .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 47
Delta Omega .. .. .. .. .. .. 'Zl
Lambdas wins by forfeit over A.G.O.
·· ·
Titans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
Mohicans ....... , . . . . . . . . 40
TNT .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 58
Galaxy .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. 36
'B'Team
Titans .. .................. 56
Lambdas ....... . ........ . 39

TNT ... ................... 35
Sub-T .. ... , ............... 57
'C'Team
Kappa Sigs .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .
Knights ... ....... . ........
Sub-T . . . .......... . .. . ....
King's Men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mohicans .. .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
Alpha Omega . .. . .. .. . . ..
ChiSigs ..... ... ..........
Kappa Sigs .. .. .. .. . .. .. .

All wet!
A member of Coach Jack Boustead"s young swim team })factices his kicking duribg one of the team's afternoon practices in ~e new pool. Boustead tOok over the responsiblliUes of swiln coach in the faD. by Garner

New swim coach, Waterbuffaloes
experience rebuilding season ·
Inexpel'ience will be the
primary factor for the Waterbuffaloes, as they expeet only a
fourth place finish in the conference, according to Coach Jack
Boustead.
In addition to having a new
head coach, the team includes 11
freshmen, four sophomores, and
only one senior. But the
rebuilding year should produce
some quality swimmers by next
season. One of these promises to
be Eric Fredrickson, a transfer
from California, , who will be
ineligible until next year.
After recording a second place
fmish in the A.I.C. in 1978,

Boustead thinks the team "has a
lot of potential for the future.
We're a young team, but the
swimmers have showed some
enthusiasm even though it is a
weak year."
Other key swimmers ·this
season should be Scott Smith of
Searcy; Steve Froelich of
Syracuse, N.Y.; and Wendell
Cave of Gainesville, Fla. Carl
Waites and Chris Cherry, both
veteran swimmers, also figure to
do well in their events.
1be Waterbuffaloes competed
in five meets prior to the
Ouistmas break and won two of

those meets. Two home meets
remain on Feb. 9 and 17. The
A.I.C. meet will be held at
'Russellville on February 23-24.
Rounding out the team are
Phillip Allen of Jeffersonville,
Ind.; Vernon Beach of Searcy;
Russ BUl'kett of · Mobile, Ala.;
Cory Childs of Wichita, Kan.;
Brad Craig of Wichita; Jim
Davenport of Waldon, N.Y.;
Steve Pylkas of Searcy; Jeff
Perry of Wichita; and Dob
Waites of Norcross, Ga.
In closing, Boustead stated that
the Waterbuffaloes could become
the A.I.C. champions for 1980.
'lbey won that trophy in 1976.

31
26
26

23

39
40

Fraters .... . .... ,·. ... . ... 24

47
36

Titans ................. .. 35
A.G.O.................. .. 8

Galaxy .................. 35

"We've got a feeling you're gonna like us."
Wednesday and Thursday All Day

SPAGHETT1SPECTACULAR

Wedding Invitations
. . ask about our personalized
invitation with photo of couple.

Banquet
.. . programs
. . . place cards
. . . invitations

HARDING PRESS
on the Campus
Across from New Science Building
HERMAN WEST, Mgr. - Ext. 341
h

$1 ..29
Includes spaghetti, garlic bread and salad
from our salad bar
Bring the whole family!

cptaaa 9~~tn 9s <.Amelltca•s S"avo~ttte cptaaa.
PRIVATE DINING.ROOM AVAILABLE
Call Sam Stewart For Details
East Rlu!e St. 168-4107 Across From Wal Mart

"'
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Timeout
by Linda Hilbun
~rts "Editor
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Let's not be quick to criticize a losing team, especially the
Bisons. When a team is handicapped by three or four inches per
man in every game, it's hard to win. And when it is hard to win, it
is bard to keep your spiri~ up. And hard to keep the suppqrt of
yoW' fans. Admittedly, Harding fans are still coming out to
support the Bisons, but the crowds seem to get smaller with every
game, and every loss.
Despite the obvious height disadvantage, Harding has some
commendable assets. They are quick. The 'f astbreak is executed
with a good deal of consistency and the defensive hQ&tle is ad·
mirable. But the area in which 1 have noticed the greatest improvement is in their ability to work together as a team . E~ch
p~yer seems to Pe looking for the open man and willing to pass
the ball off more. They support one another on the bencll, as well
as the court, and the enthusiasm is contagious. I have heard some
comment that it seems improper for the players on the bench to
cheer Cor their teammates and stand up .to applaud good plays. 1
think it displays a team spirit and unity, which was lacking for
awhile.
It's bard to back a losing team, but this year is merely a time to
rebuild a squad which should mature by next season. The players,
as weD as the coaches, will have gained a year of experience, and
perhaps the fans will too.
The loss of Stan EckWood will be substantial, but two other
veteran players will be waiting to take up the slack.
Slim Winston, who previ01l8ly played for Harding, has returned
to school and has one year of eligibility left, which will begin next
January. Win$ton averaged 13 points and 10 rebounds in his
previous performances as a Bison. The 6'8", 205-lb. center has
been playing in a MemphiJ league, Where he averaged 26 points
and 14 rebounds a game.
"My outside shooting ability bas improved a lot and I'm jumping four or five inches higher. I'm looking forward to getting
back out there," Winston commented.
Another addition will be that of Charles Gardner, who is
featured in this week's issue. He is a transfer from North Texas
State and is the younger brother of former Harding stand-out,
Butch Gardner.

Bis•n starter Kenny Moorer attempts a shot from &be tOp of the circle during Monday night's game against
the Muleriders of Southern Arkaasas University. The Bisoos were defeated 118-a.
photo by Gamer

Riders stop Bison comeback
by Linda Bilbao
The Bisons were defeated by
Southern Arkansas uruversity
Monday by a score of 11().8.
Leading the team in scori.Qg

was sophomore Tim Flatt. who
finished tbe game with 18 points.
Harding bit an impressive 55 per
cent of their field goal shots on 29
of 53, while the SAU Muleriders
bit 56 per cent on 31 of 55.
The Bisons, which fell behind o12 in the first five minutes of the
game, came back to close in on
tlte Riders with the early
&booting of Ricky Treadway and
Kenny Moorer, who both fmished
tbe· game with 14 points. With
only four minute$ to go in the first
half, Coach Jess Bucy's squad
bad pulled to within one point, 3031. Baskets by Flatt, Bruce
Baldwin, and Bruce .Binkley
sparked the Bisona, who trailed
36-43 at halftime.
Harding again pulled within
one point, 44-45 with 17 minutes
left in the game, and 51-52 with 13
minutes to go. Flatt, Treadway,

and Stan Eckwood lead the rally.
The Bisons narrowed the gap to
three points 63-66 with 4 minutes
to play in the game with baskets
by Baldwin, :Eckwood, and
Binkley. Ahead by a margin of 1568, SAO went into a spread of·
fense, forcing the Bi.sons to foul.
A primary factor in the
ballgame seemed to be the
sagging defensive strategy,
which the Muleriders used to
contain Eckwood. Eckwood, the
leading scorer in the A.I.C., was
held to only ten points in the
game, while Greg Alexander of
SAU tossed in a game high of 39.
SAU out-rebounded Harding,
28-24. The Bison record fell to 7-10
for the season l¥1-d 1-7 in the
conference. The Muleriders are
13-2 and 7-1 in the A.I.C. action.
The next home game is Feb. 1
against Arkansas Tech.

Marty Thompson's
-

formerly T-Shirt Express

Sale on Converse Running Shoes
Reg. $24.95, Now $12.95
We carry footballs, basketballs,
and soccer balls.
Check all of our new low prices.

It's the real thing. Coke.
Trademark

Clubs, remember it's not too late to
order your jerseys or t-shirts.
We can do screen printing

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life- Coca-Cola.

CORNER OF RACE AND GRAND
'"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks which ident1fy the same product of the Coca -Cola Company.
Bort~ed

under the Authority of the COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF ARKANSAS, Searcy, Ark.

268-4997
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Auditions for Dog patch performer
held Feb. 6 in Recording Ceriter
by Mark Albright
Auditions for performers for
Dogpatch U.S.A. Will be held in
the Music Center Recording
Studio from 2~ p.m. on February
6.

The auditions, which are being
held in five states, will locate
approximately 60 performers to
make up Dogpatch's entertainment troupe for the
coming season.
Twenty actors and actresses
are needed to portray the comic
strip ~haracters of Al Capp's Ll'l
Abner comic strip.
·Some of the characters require
special physical characteristics
plus acting ability. Others are
needed with acting ability but the
physical features are not as
important.
All of the characters must be in
top physical shape as the work is
very strenuous and requires
being in the sun eight hours a
day.
In addition to the comic strip
characters, singers, dancers,

puppeteers, musicians and other
actors are needed.
Actors who like animals are
needed to work in the Educated
Animal Show.
Ragtime piano players and
bluegrass musicians are also
needed.
Most entertainers will be
contracted from April first to
October first- weekends only in
April, May and September 1
although not all entertainers Will
be required to work these
weekends.
Dogpatch U.S.A. Will pay the
highest salaries possible under
their budgets.
While all housing and living
expenses are the responsibility of
the individual, Dogpatch U.S.A.
will offer lodging at a reduced
rate for weekends in April, May
and September 1 excluding
Memorial Day and Labor Day
weekends.
In order to audition 1 report to
the audition site with a prepared
audition (bring accompanist), a

Bi annual JOY Fellowship set
for Feb. 1 on "inner peace"
The
biannual
J.O.Y.
Fellowship is scheduled for
Saturday, February 3, with
"Peace, the Gift of God's Love,"
being the theme for the program.
Speakers include Mrs. Jerry
Jones, Mrs. Don Shackelford,
Mrs. Debbie Ganus and college
students Nedra Smith and Cindy
Allen. Each speaker will have a
separate topic dealing with the
subject of peace.
About three hundred women
usually attend the Fellowship
every semester, but Cindy
Keathley, co-chairman of the
J.O.Y. Fellowship Committee,
said, "We w\nt the J.O.Y .
Fellowship to appeal not only to
the college students, but to the
women in the community as well
and are hoping for an attendance
of 500-600."
Judy Craft, chairman of the
committee, said, "In planning it
(the J.O.Y. Fellowship) this
semester, we've tried to make it
applicable to our every day liveS.
It seems that everyone struggles
to find peace with God and within
themselves. We'll be looking at
peace as displayed in the life of

Christ and how to have peaceful
lives with our friends and family.
Also, one speaker will speak on
her personal struggle for peace."
The J,O.Y. Fellowship will be
from 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. in the
American Heritage Auditorium.

S·A.
Academic
Affairs
Committee
wants
you_r letters

rCampusolog!Jl

recent picture of yourself and
your social security number.
Everyone
will
receive
notification of audition results
after the final audition on March
2.
More information may be
obtained from Dr. Erle Moore's
office in the
building, or by
writing Dogpat.ch U.S.A. Entertainment, Dogpatch U.S.A,
Inc., Dogpatch, AR 72648.

Today
Fine Arts Lyceum, Tribute to Rodgers and Hammerstein,
Main Auditorium, 8:00, Admission $1
Management Seminar

Public relation
club formed

Sunday
Reception for the Central Arkansas Weavers' Guild
from 2-4 p.m. at the Steven's Art Gallery

Saturday
Management Seminar
S.A. Movie, The Sting,
Main Auditorium, 7 and 9:30p.m.
Admission $1

music

A new club, consisting of public
relations majors and minors and
anyone interested in the field, is
being formed in an effort to
develop that aspect of the
journallsm department and the
individual's skill in the area of
public relations.
Brad Watson, president; Boyd
Jones, vice president; and Cindy
Thompson, secretary of the
organization, were elected by the
20 charter members with Mrs.
Betty Ulrey serving as faculty
sponsor.
The club is seeking accreditation by the Public
Relations Student Society of
America, the largest student
association of a professional
public relations organization in
the nation.
The club plans to invite various
guest speakers to their bimonthly meetings and undertake
at least one community service
project this semester related to
the field of public relations.
Anyone interested in joining
the organization should contact
Brad Watson.

Thursday,Februaryl
Sheaffer Film Series, 5:45, Main Auditorium
Home Basketball:
Arkansas Tech vs. Harding
Public Relations Club Meeting
7 p.m., AH Trophy Room

Become A College Campus Dealer
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest
prices. High profits; NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.

For details, contact:
FAD Components, Inc.
65 Passaic Ave., P.O. Box. 689
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
Ilene Orlowsky 201-227-6800
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Send to
Campus
Box1409
HNn: 1:30-6:30

268-5338
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